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QUESTION 1

A service receives a request to assign an office to a new employee. 

The service is unable to translate the incoming data to the application data model. 

What type of fault condition do you configure to return an appropriate response? 

A. Queue when 

B. Service error( A valid instance of the service activity cannot be found.) 

C. When ( The specified when rule returns true. ) 

D. Mapping error (An error occurs while mapping incoming data from the request message to the clipboard.) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You create a report in a work class that displays the assigned operator and task name for each open case. Which two
ways can you combine data in the Assign-Worklist class for your report? (Choose Two) 

A. Use a class join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the pxRefObjectKey in the join class is equal
to an object identifier in the work class. 

B. Use a Worklist Assignment association rule to join the Work class to the Assign-Worklist class. 

C. Use a class join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the Worklist Assignment association rule is
equal to an object identifier in the work class. 

D. Use a Worklist Assignment association rule to join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the
pxRefObjectKey in the join class is equal to an object identifier in the work class. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the log you examine to view warnings, errors, and information messages about internal operations. 

A. Pega log 

B. Alert log 

C. BIX log 

D. Services-PAL 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to create a new major version (02) of ruleset ABC. The current major version (01) of ABC includes the
following rules: Rule Type Rule Name Availability New DisputeCharge No Data Transform CopyOrder Withdrawn
Activity UpdateInventory Yes Decision Table CalculateShippingCost Blocked 

Assuming that each listed rule is the highest version of that rule, which two rules are copied to the new version of ABC? 

A. UpdateInventory 

B. CopyOrder 

C. CalculateShippingCost 

D. DisputeCharge 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In the first step in a case type, the user compares data on a form to the data on a customer account. If the data
matches, the case is resolved. If the data does not match, the user advances the case to update the account. 

Management only wants a record of the cases that update an account. What two configuration options do you use to
implement this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Add a Persist Case shape after the first step. 

B. Apply a when condition to the first step to persist only cases requiring updates. 

C. Configure the starting flow to instantiate the case type as a temporary case. 

D. Configure the first step to instantiate the case type as a temporary case. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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